proposition S of set theory and any integer n, &/ determines within only p(n) steps whether S has a proof of length n or less in (say) Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory. To see that the existence of Q/ follows from g = X9, observe that the problem solved by &/ is in X9A. In fact, a nondeterministic Turing machine can write any string of length n on its tape and then verify that the string is a proof of the given proposition. For any reasonable logical theory, this verification can be performed within time bounded by some polynomial in n.
Hence the importance of showing g : X9 (or 9 = XgA ?). A related important question is whether X9 is closed under complementation, i.e. C* -L is in X9 whenever L is in XgV. (Here we use the notation 2* for the set of all finite strings over the finite alphabet 2 under consideration, and the assumption L c C*. This notation will be used throughout.) If X9 is not closed under complementation, then of course 9 :A X9A. On the other hand, if X9 is closed under complementation, this would have interesting consequences for each of the combinatorial problems in [4] . Hence the following result is important.
PROPOSITION. X9 is closed under complementation if and only if TAUT is inX.
1.2. Notation. Y is the set of functions f:Z* --2 21, ,2 any finite alphabets, such that f can be computed by a deterministic Turing machine in time bounded by a polynomial in the length of the input.
PROOF OF 1.1. The complement of the set of tautologies is in X9, since to verify that a formula is not a tautology one can guess at a truth assignment and verify that it falsifies the formula. Conversely, suppose the set of tautologies is in X9?. By the proof of the main theorem in [3] , every set L in X9 is reducible to the complement of the tautologies in the sense that there is a functions in Y such that for all strings x, x e L ifff(x) is not a tautology. Hence a nondeterministic procedure for accepting the complement of L is: on input x, computef(x), and accept x if f(x) is a tautology, using the nondeterministic procedure for tautologies assumed above. Hence the complement of L is in X9A. D The question of whether TAUT is in X9 is equivalent to whether there is a propositional proof system in which every tautology has a short proof, provided "proof system" and "short" are properly defined.
1.3. DEFINITIONS. If L c 27*, a proof system for L is a functions: * --L for some alphabet 21 and f in Y such that f is onto. We say that the proof system is polynomially bounded iff there is a polynomial p(n) such that for all y e L there is x e 2 such that y = f(x) and Jxl < p(jyl), where Jzj denotes the length of a string z.
If y = f(x), then we will say that x is a proof of y, and x is a short proof of y if in addition lxi < p(jyl). Thus a proof systemf is polynomially bounded iff there is a bounding polynomial p(n) with respect to which every y e L has a short proof. It is easy to see (and is argued below) that any conventional proof system for tautologies can naturally be made to fit the definition of proof system in 1.3. Although it is doubtful that every general proof system for TAUT is natural, nevertheless this general framework helps explain the motivating question of this paper: Are any conventional propositional proof systems polynomially bounded?
PROPOSITION. A set L is in X9 if
We cannot answer that question directly (except negatively for certain restricted systems: see [1] and [2] , and also [8] ), but at least we can put different proof systems into equivalence classes such that the answer is the same for equivalent systems. We conjecture that the answer is always no. Thus g translates a proof x of y in the system f into a proof g(x) of y inf2. It is easy to see, using the fact that Y'4s closed under composition, that p-simulation is a transitive reflexive relation, so that its symmetric closure is an equivalence relation.
PROPOSITION. If a proof system f2 for L p-simulates a polynomially bounded
proof system f1 for L, then f2 is also polynomially bounded. This is an immediate consequence of the definitions of "proof system" and "polynomially bounded", and the fact that every function in Y is bounded in length by a polynomial in the length of its argument. C] We close this section by establishing some notation and terminology specific for propositional proof systems which will be used in the rest of this paper. The letter X will always stand for an adequate set of propositional connectives which are binary, unary, or nullary (have two, one, or zero arguments). Adequate here means that every truth function can be expressed by formulas built up from members of K. A formula refers to a propositional formula built up in the usual way from atoms (propositional variables) and connectives from some set K, using infix notation. (We speak of a formula over X if its connectives are from x.) If Al, ..., A", B are formulas, then we write Al, ..., An l= B if B is a logical consequence of Al, ..., An (i.e. every truth assignment satisfying Al, ..., An, satisfies B). Each of our propositional proof systems will be defined relative to some connective set K, and will be capable of proving all tautologies over X by proofs using formulas over K. A derivation (from zero or more lines called hypotheses) in such a system is a finite sequence of lines, ending in the line proved. A line is always a formula, except in the case of natural deduction systems (?3). Each line must either be a hypothesis, or follow from earlier lines by a rule of inference. (In case the rule itself has no hypothesis, the rule is an axiom scheme.) If the derivation has no hypothesis, it is called a proof.
Thus to specify a propositional proof system for our purposes, it is only necessary to specify K, the definition of a line, and a finite set of rules of inference. To make this notion of proof system be an instance of our abstract Definition 1.3, we note first of all that formulas can be naturally regarded as strings over a finite alphabet. The only problem is that an atom itself must be regarded as a string (say the letter P followed by a string over {O, 1}) in order that there be an unlimited supply of atoms. Then a proof X in the propositional system which is, say, a sequence of formulas, can naturally be regarded as a string over a finite alphabet which includes the comma as a separator symbol, as well as the symbols necessary to specify the formulas. The function f which abstractly specifies the system would be given by f(z) = ?2. Frege systems. In the most usual propositional proof systems the rules of inference are formula schemes, and an instance of the scheme is obtained by applying a substitution to the scheme. We shall call such systems Frege systems, after Frege [6] .
Throughout this section we assume that all formulas are over some fixed adequate connective set K. The following terms are defined relative to K. a specific natural deduction system, such as one appearing in Prawitz [7] , we shall introduce a general definition analogous to our general notion of Frege system. To make the classical proposition system of Prawitz fit our definition, it is necessary to allow Prawitz's notion of proof to be a more general directed acyclic graph, rather than a tree. That is, once a formula is derived from a set of assumptions, we do not require that it be derived again if it is used twice. A is regarded as a set of formulas rather than a sequence of formulas. Such a system might allow for shorter proofs, since in effect there are implicit rules which allow r to be reordered. In [2] it is shown that the above corollary holds for this system, and that the second part holds even when the systems have different connective sets. The corollary also holds for Gentzen systems with cut, provided a Gentzen proof is considered to be a sequence of sequents, so that a given occurrence of a sequent can be used more than once in a proof, as opposed to the more usual definition that a Gentzen proof is a tree of sequents. When a Gentzen proof is defined to be a tree, an exponential lower bound for the number of sequents in a minimum cutfree proof of a formula follows from an unpublished result of Statman. More recently, Cook and Rackoff have an unpublished result showing an exponential lower bound for Gentzen proofs considered as sequences, provided both the cut and thinning rules are disallowed.
?4. Extended Frege systems. The previous sections have indicated that certain standard proof systems for the propositional calculus are about equally powerful. We now look for natural extensions of these systems which might be more powerful, in the sense that they yield shorter proofs. To motivate this search, we try to use Frege systems to simulate an informal proof of the "pigeon-hole principle".
One statement of the pigeon-hole principle is that no injective function maps {1, 2, ..., n} to {1, 2, ..., n -1}, n > 2. For each value of n, this statement may be formalized in the propositional calculus as follows. Let Pi1, 1 < i < n, I < j < n -1, be a set of atoms, whose intended meaning is "i is mapped to j". Let wn be the set (or sometimes the conjunction of the formulas in the set) {Pi 
., n -2} be defined by f'(i) =f(i) iff(i) o n -1; otherwise f'(i) = f(n). Iff is injective, it is easy to see thatf' is also, contradicting the induction hypothesis.
To mimic this proof in a Frege system, we try to deduce Yn-1 from Yn. For each i, j, we introduce a formula Bij which means f'(i) = j. Bij = Pii V (Pin-I & Pnj), 1 < i < n-i 1 < j < n -2. Let aUn-be the substitution Bij/Pij (1 < i < n -1 1 <j ? n -2). The argument that finjective implies f' injective shows A simple device to reduce the formula length in the above proof is to introduce new atoms which abbreviate the formulas Bij. Thus the atom Q! ; has a defining formula Qb (Pij V (Pis, 1 & PO)), 1 < i < n -1 1 < j < n-2. From these defining formulas and the formulas Yn, the formulas Z~n-iGy'n-l) are easily derived, where ZCn-1 is the substitution Qb-/Pij (I < i < n-1 1 < j < n -2). In general, a new atom Qk*l is introduced for gn-1 ... an-k(Bij) with defining formula Qk*J1 _ (Q-j V (Q, n-k-l & Qn-k,j)), and the formulas Vn-k-1l(yn-k-l) are easily derived from these defining formulas and the formulas Vn-kGy'n-k) where rn-k is the substitution Q4l/Pij (1 < i < n -k, 1 < j < n -k -1). In this way, a contradiction is derived from Yn'n in 0(n4) lines, where now each formula has length only 0(n). Hence An has a proof of length 0(n5) in this framework. This kind of proof system can be formalized as follows: 4.1. DEFINITION. An extended Frege system over a connective set K is a proof system which consists of a Frege system Y over X together with the extension rule which allows formulas of the form P _ A to be added to a derivation, where A is any formula over K, and P is any "new" atom. (P must not occur in A, in any lines preceding P A, or in any hypotheses to the derivation. P can occur in later lines, but not in the last line.) We say P is a defined atom and P A is its defining 4 formula. If is not in a, we choose some short formula P Q over X which is equivalent to P _ Q, and let P A be the defining formula for P. The extended Frege system based on F is denoted by eY.
(The extension rule was first suggested by Tseitin [8] , in the context of resolution proofs.) 
PROPOSITION(SOUNDNESS OF eY

1). In this case we obtain the bound A(iz) < cL(cn). El
To prove Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 we need the notion of a defining set of formulas def(A) for a formula A. We assume that every formula B (over any connective set) has associated with it an atom PB such that PQ is Q for any atom Q. and distinct nonatomic formulas have distinct associated atoms. To be definite, we could let PB be the string consisting of the letter P followed by the string B, if B is nonatomic. In any case, we shall also assume for convenience later, that there are infinitely many atoms P, called admissible atoms, which are not of the form PB where T is any adequate set of connectives, perhaps different from the set of connectives appearing in A. 4 .9. DEFINITION. Let Tj and KT2 be connective sets. Corresponding to each nullary connective (constant) K1 in Tj we associate a fixed formula K2 over KT2 equivalent to K1; corresponding to each unary connective u1 over A, we associate a fixed formula u2P over K2 equivalent to ujP, and corresponding to each binary connective 01 in x, we associate a fixed formula P 02 Q over K2 equivalent to P oi Q. We assume the formulas P 1 Q over Tj and P 2 Q over T2 are each equivalent to P Q. For each formula Al over x, we associate a set def,2(Al) of formulas over KT2 Case II. Bi is introduced in l: by the extension rule. Then Bi has the form P C, where P is a new defined atom. The constraints governing the use of the extension rule imply that P does not occur in the hypotheses or conclusion of lZ, and by our assumption at the beginning of this proof, P is admissible. Therefore, P does not occur in the hypotheses or conclusion of lt'. We note that the formula P -' PC, together with any subset of the formulas of def,,(Bi) not introduced earlier could be introduced by the extension rule in iz', after any necessary formulas of def,,(Bi-1) and before formulas of def,,(Bi+,) are introduced. The order of introduction could be def,,(C), P -' Pc, followed by one or more formulas whose conjunction is equivalent to PB, '(P -' Pc). This last formula itself will be in def,,(Bi) if _ is in K, in which case Bi is P _ C. In this case, it follows from Theorem 2.3 that PB can be deduced in a bounded number of bounded steps in ir' from P -' PC and This completes the proof of Lemma 4.11. Now assume the hypotheses of Theorem 4.5, and let A' be any valid formula over t'. We may assume A' is admissible, for if not, we may rename the atoms in A' so that it is admissible, find a suitable proof of the result, and then rename all atoms in the proof to obtain a suitable proof of A'. Then def,(A') # PA', so by hypothesis, the bounds on l(def,(A')), and Lemma 4.8, there is a derivation iz in eF of PA' from defK(A') such that A(iz) < c1L(c1l(A')). By Lemma 4.11, there is a derivation iZ' in eY' Of PA' from def,,(A') such that A(iZ') < c2L(c1l(A')) and p(-z') < d. 
